Malloy tackles campus issues in Senate address

By RUSSELL WILLIAMS
Assistant News Editor

Reiterating many of the popular concerns regarding life at Notre Dame, University President Father Edward Malloy opened his first address to the Faculty Senate last night at the Center for Government Education.

Malloy gave a comprehensive and informative presentation, which was followed by a quick and answer session with faculty members from the senate. The highlight of that question and answer session was the continued questions regarding the hiring of a new professor in the theology department, and the affirmative action policy of the University which includes Holy Cross priests along with women, historical minorities, and Catholics.

In his opening statement, Malloy said, “There are a lot of indicators as to why we should be pleased.”

Among the reasons for optimism cited by Malloy include the development of a new center for teaching and learning at Notre Dame, the improvement of the University’s academic reputation nationwide, continued steady funding for graduate programs, and the ongoing improvement of the physical appearance of University building facilities.

Expressing a bright outlook for the future, Malloy focused on several programs such as the Notre Dame affirmative action policy in hiring faculty, diversifying the students and student and student alcohol abuse. While citing the rise of Notre Dame’s undergraduate in national surveys in recent years, particularly the renowned U.S. News and World report survey, Malloy said, “We shouldn’t be surprised to see the growth in numbers that we’ve seen us.” He emphasized the importance of recruiting new faculty and attracting graduate programs at the University.

In the past six years, there has been an additional $44 million added to endowment for financial aid, including $55 million for graduate scholarships, and $1.5 million for law school scholarships. “Our longer-term strategy continues to be to build up endowment for financial aid,” said Malloy in reference to the increase in financial aid funding.

Malloy lauded the improvements made to the School of Architecture building, the student program facilitate off Trafalgar Square in London, and the success of University institutes like the Center for Philosophy of Religion.

Malloy said the new London facility was a result of the convergence of available space, good location, and funding.

In light of the increasing concern on campus regarding alcohol abuse and “binge drinking” by students, Malloy emphasized the need to tackle the issue. “I have a high regard for our students...and it would be non-responsible, in my judgment, not to bring to our common attention what I consider clear evidence that our students consume alcohol, particularly in the category of

We are making progress in the hiring of underrepresented minorities, and we are quickly slipping below 50 percent in the hiring of Catholics. We have good reason to pursue our affirmative action goals.”

Father Edward Malloy

Faculty Senate

Malloy delivered his annual address to the Faculty Senate last night.
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Appleby: Consider faith in vote

By ALEX ORR
News Editor

For most Americans, Catholics, the letters CST comence nothing at all. Even the meaning behind the initials, the Catholic Social Tradition, will likely illicit little more in them than a vague impression of Christian service, or centuries of almsgiving parishioners.

But a wealth of information pertaining to Catholic identity, particularly in the political realm, is contained in this body of doctrine, the first of which was formulated well over a century ago.

Scott Appleby, Director of the Cushwa Center and associate professor in the department of History explained the history and modern impact of this often-ignored teaching of the Catholic Church last night in his talk, “The Catholic Social Tradition and the Catholic Vote,” given as the culmination of the weekly lecture series “The 1996 Elections and the Common Good.”

Pope Leo XIII initiated the CST with his 1891 encyclical on the condition of labor, “Rerum Novarum.” This work came out as a stance against the often opulent and destructive excesses of laissez faire capitalism, and the avarice and denial of private property of socialism.

Socialism denies individual rights, and is out of sync with the defined natural order that allows the individual the expression of his own creation in God’s image through work and the support of himself and his family,” explained Appleby on the papal

Seniors agree with GMAC survey

By MICHELLE KRUPA
Assistant News Editor

They may be the optimists, but Notre Dame seniors generally expect their standard of living to be higher in 20 years than their parents’ had been at that time.

This hopefulness is shared by nearly two-thirds of 1,000 college students who participated in a survey by the George H. Gallup International Institute on behalf of the Graduate Management Admission Council (GMAC) about the details of which ran in The Observer yesterday.

Many felt that having attended Notre Dame will benefit their future plans, whether those plans involve entering the work force or pursuing post-graduate education.

“I think my standard of living will be a little bit better because of my Notre Dame experience. I had more opportunities and met more people here than I might have elsewhere,” Thomas Throggold, a civil engineering major, said.

“I have the feeling that coming out of Notre Dame or any reputable university that we, as students, will be making equal if not more than our parents,” said John Bruino, a biology major planning to attend medical school. “Hopefully it [standard of living] will be higher. I guess I’m just an optimist person, but I went to Notre Dame and my parents were small college people, so I’ve had more opportunities here,” said Matthew Gotschke, a government and computer applications major, said.

“We have been able to give us things that they had to work very hard for. We have breaks, like scholarships and being able to go to college, that were much rarer for them,” said Joseph Talty, a bio-molecular major. Others are not as sure, but remain confident in the hope of attaining a comfortable

Security Beat

Security warns students of laptop computer thefts

By LIZ FORAN
Editor-in-Chief

After several thefts of laptop computers over the past several weeks, Notre Dame Security is issuing a warning to all students during midterms week:

Don’t leave your computer alone.

Eight portable computers have been stolen since school began. According to Chuck Hurley, assistant director of Notre Dame Security, most of the thefts have occurred when students left the computers to use the restroom or get a drink.

Although the students left the computers untended only for a few minutes, the computers were gone when the students returned, said Hurley.

The laptops have disappeared from a number of locations, including one from Fitzpatrick Hall, two from the library, one from the Joyce Center and two from the Law School library.

Two other portable computers were taken from an unlocked room in Flanner Hall.

“Students should not leave the computers unattended,” Hurley said. “Take them with you. Almost every one of these thefts could have been prevented.”
**A Self Portrait**

When she said, "Your next assignment will be your self-portrait," my reaction was very common. Then I actually thought about picking it up to glue it down so that I wouldn't have to do the assignment the next day. There were things I'd rather do. I'm an Ad Design Manager, I sleep over thinking about how to pick the best way to shade blemishes and shadow scars. My anxiety was lessened when I realized that I couldn't represent myself however I wanted. Perfect, I thought. I'd just come up with some "arty" symbolism and I won't have to paint my face. But, the more I thought about it, it didn't make you any easier to paint my face.

Figuring out how to symbolically represent oneself is an exercise in self perception. I considered depicting myself as some sort of a consumer, a war, the future, fear, pain, religion, life, etc. But, when the administration has been done before; it is an overused and should be a reflection of that which makes you go: your passions.

I've got things on my mind: How deep do you have to dig to find a passion? How about clubs, collecting stamps? No matter what you come up with, it seems to become trivialized by reducing consumer tendencies or a marketing spin. It's too hard to take seriously. But I've found that pinning passions makes life a lot easier.

There are always those attractive passions such as helping others, romance, love, peace, or unity. But are these too abstract to express what really matters to us.

It's a miserable search. The self-centered nature of it is what makes it difficult for me to take seriously. But I've found that pinpointing passions makes life a lot easier. I'm not saying that I've gotten to the finish line yet. I've discovered that my passions are not limited to what my school, success, romance, fishing, or collecting stamps? No matter what you come up with, it seems to become trivialized by reducing consumer tendencies or a marketing spin. It's too hard to take seriously. But I've found that pinning passions makes life a lot easier.

I've never put any real thought into what my passions could be. I've got things on my mind: How deep do you have to dig to find a passion? How about clubs, collecting stamps? No matter what you come up with, it seems to become trivialized by reducing consumer tendencies or a marketing spin. It's too hard to take seriously. But I've found that pinning passions makes life a lot easier.

There are always those attractive passions such as helping others, romance, love, peace, or unity. But are these too abstract to express what really matters to us.

It's a miserable search. The self-centered nature of it is what makes it difficult for me to take seriously. But I've found that pinpointing passions makes life a lot easier. I'm not saying that I've gotten to the finish line yet. I've discovered that my passions are not limited to what my school, success, romance, fishing, or collecting stamps? No matter what you come up with, it seems to become trivialized by reducing consumer tendencies or a marketing spin. It's too hard to take seriously. But I've found that pinning passions makes life a lot easier.

There are always those attractive passions such as helping others, romance, love, peace, or unity. But are these too abstract to express what really matters to us.

It's a miserable search. The self-centered nature of it is what makes it difficult for me to take seriously. But I've found that pinpointing passions makes life a lot easier. I'm not saying that I've gotten to the finish line yet. I've discovered that my passions are not limited to what my school, success, romance, fishing, or collecting stamps? No matter what you come up with, it seems to become trivialized by reducing consumer tendencies or a marketing spin. It's too hard to take seriously. But I've found that pinning passions makes life a lot easier.
Budget, plans discussed

By ALLISON KOENIG
News Writer

The Saint Mary’s Student Activities Board discussed gen-
eral business for the remaining semester as well as upcoming events during the lengthy meeting last Tuesday. Coordinator Lori McKeough informed the board of the cur-
cent budget status, which is in the ballpark of $38,000. The sum is to cover the board’s costs for the rest of the year, including providing weekly campus-wide entertainment.

Treasurer Melissa Sanchez promised to have a detailed budget outline, including the breakdown of funds for each committee, at the next meeting. Funding for SAB comes from the annual student activities fee that Saint Mary’s students pay each year. The money is distributed in different allotments in each of the student government branches. The board discussed charging students a small fee of $1-$2 for the more expensive guest speakers. The money collected from these events would enable the board to stretch the budget further. “I really feel that students should not have to pay for any more money towards student government,” said McKeough. “They have already paid their fees, and most students will not go to every single event.” McKeough also cited the healthy state of the budget as another reason to refrain from gathering extra funds from students.

Other board members also expressed their reservations about charging students for certain events. However, all members agreed to allowing the public to be charged for events, since they had not previously given any money.

The celebration of Founders’ Day, commemorating the anniversary of the founding of Saint Mary’s College, will take place today on campus. The annual event spotlights the College tradition established by its founders, Mother Angela Gillespie and Father Edward Sorin, and looks to the current and future leaders of the College. “We are all, in a sense, founders, not only Father Moreau, Father Sorin, Mother Angela, but the faculty, staff, administration, students, alumnae, and all who have contributed and continue to contribute to help preserve and the heritage of Saint Mary’s,” said Sister Bernadette Marie, in an article in College archives commemorating the event.

Traditionally, Founders’ Day takes place on Oct. 13. While the first observance of Founders’ Day is not known, it dates back to the early years of the College. Back then, classes were cancelled in honor of the event. While classes will be held tomorrow, the Student Alumni Association has planned events to commemorate the day. Tours of the Reidinger House will top off the event. The tours of the house, which was built in 1939 and contains extensive memorabilia of the College, will take place from 2:30 to 4:30 p.m. and 6 to 7 p.m.

The Dining Hall will host a special dinner tonight for students and faculty, and the Senior Officers of the College, the General Council of the Congregation of the Sisters of the Holy Cross, and a group of Sisters of the Holy Cross with connections to the College will be present. Members of the Student Alumni Association will serve as tour guides of the Reidinger House and as dinner hostesses. The event closes off with Mass at 9 p.m. in the Regina Hall chapel.

T-shirts commemorating Founders’ Day and the College’s third year in the Midwest will be sold throughout the day by the Residence Hall Association and the Student Academic Council.

PLEASE RECYCLE THE OBSERVER
Malloy continued from page 1

bing drinking, above the national average, and this has a direct correlation not only to the personal well-being of our students, but also with related others around the university. Father Pat Sullivan asked Malloy to elaborate on this direct correlation not only to safety of them and the campus, he said that the lack of progress in underrepresented minorities, below.

In particular, he said that the theology department was the major focus of their investigation of the administration over the past three years, of personnel matters, at which time Sullivan said, "I think you owe us an elaboration.

On a whole, Malloy limited his statements on the hiring of Barbie Rekos as new secretary of the theology department's chairman, as well as on the findings of its investigation into the disputed theology hiring by Malloy.

Professor Gregory Sterling, a professor of sociology, said that the faculty of the theology department has interpreted the application of affirmative action in the hiring, which took place during the summer, as a "mandatory" in hiring procedures.

Professor Jean Porter of the theology department also inquired about a comment in a letter from Malloy to the chairman of the theology department, Lawrence Cunningham. In the letter, Malloy stated that a respective department is expected to "eagerly and openly pursue" members of the Congregation of the Holy Cross upon completion of their degree for teaching positions.

Professor Sterling "Does this really envision the possibility that a candidate who has just finished his degree and has been eagerly and openly pursued might then be rejected by the department?"

Malloy responded that it is important for a department to embrace the affirmative action policy of the University as a whole, and this includes "affirmative action in the seeking of qualified Holy Cross priests."

Later during a session, Father Pat Sullivan asked Malloy to elaborate on who is ultimately to determine which candidate is qualified to be hired and which falls under the Unviversity affirmative action policy. Malloy reiterated that he would not comment on questions regarding departmental personnel matters, at which time Sullivan said, "I think you owe us an elaboration.

On a whole, Malloy limited his statements on the hiring procedures throughout the question and answer period, contending that it is not University policy for the president to make comments on particular hiring decisions.

When asked by Professor Philip Quinn to comment on the tenure procedure at Notre Dame and how the administration would proceed, he responded, "I have frequently, in many circles, defended tenure for faculty members."

He also mentioned the postgraduate matters of utilizing at the University of Portland, and the positive impact that could be made in the justice in the service of the community.

The chair took an even more prominent position regarding the secular world following the death of the chair of the theology department, professor of theology.

Faculty senators also raised questions about the dissolution of the Urban Institute following the departure of Roland Smith, the institute's last director, to Rice University this past summer. "The Urban Institute died a necessary death to be revived in some other way," said Malloy, adding that the goals of the institute are still considered very important by the administration, and a "revival" will continue to address those goals in the near future.

Malloy concluded the gathering by emphasizing the importance of retaining senior faculty members. "It is a healthy sign (that faculty members are being recruited at other universities), but is also a warning," he said.

Prior to the meeting, Faculty Senate chairmen Fr. Richard McDowell announced the hiring of Barbie Rekos as new secretary in the Faculty Senate office in DeBra Hall, and also confirmed the tenure of four new tenure faculty in the Social Tradition.

The next faculty Senate meeting will be held Nov. 7. At that time, the senate's academic affairs committee will review the findings of its investigation into the disputed theology department hiring by Malloy.

Election continued from page 1

condemnation.

The next important, popedriven document in the Social Tradition was the 1931 "Quadragesimo Anno" written by Pius XI, which sharply away from the train of papal thought. "They were not matters, strictly speaking, of theology, doctrine, and dogma," but dealt with the relation between the public and the private," remarked Appleby.

"Quadragesimo Anno" was a defense against all encroach­ ing states. Plus, in order to protect and preserve the "sphere of authority" naturally delegated to families, corporations, and governments, expanded on a theme of main­ taining subsidiarity.

"It is an injustice and a grave evil to assign to a greater and higher association what lesser and subordinate organizations can do," quoted Appleby from Plus.

The church took an even more prominent position regarding the secular world following the death of the chair of the theology department's chairman, as well as on the findings of its investigation into the disputed theology hiring by Malloy.

In keeping with this "world commitment," the Council also issued the "Dignitatis Humanae," declaring the sanctity of rights "rooted in human nature," even the rights of those in "theological error.

"This is not theological rela­ tivism," continued Appleby. "It's protection from certain forms of discrimination. You cannot discriminate against people if they are not of your race or creed or ethnicity," he said.

Vatican II in 1965 was an important time in the long and storied history of the Catholic Social Tradition. With the major transition of the Catholic Church away from the individual's relationship with the Almighty toward what Appleby called a "shared community of grace," CST finds a place of importance in modern Catholic thought.

The Social Tradition stresses the work for the common good, the solidarity of all people at all levels of society, the avoidance of governmental infringement in the lives and capacity for decision making of individuals, a "preferential option for the poor," and the inviola­ bility of certain human, religious, and economic rights.

Appleby concluded his talk by recounting the importance of these tenets, mostly unknown to the Catholic public, in the preparation for the upcoming presiden­ tial election. The ques­ tion arose as to whether or not the CST is a Democratic or Republican platform, which Appleby quickly debunked.

"There is no such thing as a 'Catholic vote,' as such," he continued. "There is no one-to-one correspondence between Catholics and a political party."

"There is no older and young Catholics all have very different voting habits, but they can all benefit from studied reflection on the Catholic Social Tradition."

"(The CST) is not a political platform. It doesn't tell you how to vote. But it should inform every Catholic con­ scious," he stated.
Ballot measures aimed at hunting restrictions

By DAVID FOSTER
Associated Press Writer

PORTLAND, Ore.

Sam Burr waxes poetic about the thrill of the chase and the courage of men in the woods. Nancy Perry speaks of sloth hunters, of animals dying horrible deaths.

Hunter vs. wildlife lover: It's a familiar facet of American life, but what's new is how many Americans are being asked to choose sides.

Hunting and trapping laws, while subject of Nov. 5 ballot questions in the record number of initiatives, have been the subject of Nov. 5 ballot questions in seven states.

Animal-protection activists, the force behind this year's record number of initiatives, say they merely want to give the public a voice in wildlife conservation. But hunters, defensive after a six-year string of ballot-measure defeats, see more at stake. They say America's rural heritage is vanishing, threatened by animal-rights fanatics and an urban society grown ignorant of the natural world it professes to cherish.

Idaho, Washington, Michigan and Massachusetts have initiatives seeking to ban various combinations of baiting and hounding of bears, cougars and other wildlife. Colorado voters are being asked to ban leghold traps.

An Alaska measure would ban aerial tracking of wolves on the same day they are shot.

Here in Oregon, the hunters are fighting back, trying to repeat a 1994 initiative that banned the use of dogs and bait to hunt cougars and black bears.

Candidates target suburban vote

ST. PETERS, Mo.

As the working mother of a 10-year-old son and 21-year-old daughter, Sue Horton says she is intrigued when President Clinton talks about making college more affordable. And when Bob Dole warns about rising teen-age drug use.

In the tug-of-war for the votes of suburban moms, put Horton squarely in the middle.

"Dole won't bend when it comes to crime and drugs and that is important," Horton says. "But Clinton is more tuned in to education."

Who will get her vote? "I really don't know."

Clinton and Dole have a lot riding on her decision. While Horton may have just one vote, she is representative of a growing force in American politics — suburban parents and, more specifically, suburban mothers.

In the 1980 presidential election, 40 percent of the votes were cast in the suburbs, according to the Census Bureau. By 1992, with the number of people living in rural areas declining, the share of presidential votes cast by suburbanites had risen to 49 percent.

This year probably will be the first national election in which a majority of votes come from the suburbs, home to millions of voters who voice little faith in politicians, have little if any party loyalty and juggle conflicting priorities when deciding how to cast their ballots.

"The targets are fairly young, married couples with small children, " said a Republican pollster Neil Newhouse.

Their concerns are most likely to be education, crime and taxes — and almost always in that order."

Horton is a case in point, describing herself as a "very pro-military, Gulf War nut" and "white collar conservative" who voted for George Bush in 1992 but is worried about Republican positions on education this year.

For Dole to win Missouri, an important state in national elections, he would need to win convincingly here in St. Charles County outside St. Louis. Republicans average 57 percent of the vote in presidential elections, but Bush got just 36 percent four years ago, barely beating Clinton and losing the votes of many disgruntled suburbanites to Ross Perot, who got 28 percent.

This year, one of the major factors in Clinton's consistent lead is that he is more than his own here and in suburbs in other battleground states.

A survey in Michigan, for example, found Clinton running eight points ahead of Dole in suburban Detroit's Oakland County, where Republicans average 54 percent in presidential elections. "More and more male Republicans are coming back to Dole but Clinton is still strong among soccer moms," said independent pollster Ed Sarpolus.

Dole is just barely ahead in GOP-leaning Cincinnati suburbs that Republicans need to win big if they are to take competitive statewide races, according to a recent GOP poll.

The growing suburban vote

President Clinton and Bob Dole are courting suburban voters, a clear reflection of a changing political climate. How the voting distribution has changed:

Per cent of the vote cast in urban, rural and suburban areas in presidential elections.

How one county changed

George Bush carried the state of Missouri with 52 percent of the vote in 1988. But in 1992, Bill Clinton carried the state with 44 percent, Bush had 41 percent and Ross Perot got 12 percent, in St. Charles County, suburban St. Louis, Republicans suffered badly.

For more information call 1-800-424-8580

www.peacecorps.gov

STUDENT ART EXHIBIT

Participants must be a ND/SMC student. Only flat works will be accepted (draws, design, photography, painting) with a maximum size of 3'x3'.

The exhibit will be shown in the Sorin Room at the LaFortune Student Center November 4-8.

Purchases prizes, starting at $200, will be awarded.

Applications available in the Student Activities Office, 315 LaFortune.

Special thanks to: National Endowment, St. Louis Art Museum, and the Student Activities Office for their donation to the purchase prize awards.

Junior Accounting Majors!
Summer Internship Interviews
November 12th and November 13th

Maximize your future with an Ernst & Young summer internship!
Submit your resume now to Career & Placement for an interview with us on November 12th or November 13th.
SMC announces Alcohol Awareness Week agenda

continued from page 1

MaryAnne Boley, an English major, said. Things are changing, though, as especially in the older, more established companies who do things in more traditional ways. Many base the decision of whether or not they are going to further their education whether or not they are going to attend graduate school on the American studies major, concluded. Many students turned to graduate school because they feel they must be more qualified for the job market. "People need to be more specialized and need more education for a certain field. A college degree got you more jobs 20 years ago," Stacy Ward, American studies major, concluded.

"To not recognize the glass ceiling would be very naive, but with hard work and perseverance a woman can achieve and dispel its myth," Boley said. "When my mom was growing up the only opportunities a woman were being a teacher or a nurse. Now things are a lot different," added Meyer. The glass ceiling is something especially in the older, more established companies who do things in more traditional ways. Things are changing, though, as women are gaining strength in the field," commented marketing major, Amy Pines. Pines plans to get her MBA in her major committee than can help a lot of students investigating issues of abuse. The task force could possibly work in conjunction with the HIPSE grant COLT team who is addressing overall campus wellness. The proposed cooperation condenses efforts of multiple groups who are interested in gathering basically the same information.

"We need a group that students can turn to with their problems," said Miles. "A student-run group with perhaps a professional counselor would be helpful." Funding for the proposed task force is also questionable. Miles has suggested starting a branch of BACCHUS, a national organization whose goals are similar to those of SADD. "BACCHUS is the college equivalent of Students Against Drunk Driving," said Miles. Miles and BHA realize that Alcohol Awareness Week is only the beginning in a series of efforts to address alcohol and other abuse issues on the Saint Mary's campus. They are already planning a Narcotics Awareness Week for second semester.

Celebrate a friend's birthday with an Observer ad.

Are you interested in Tutoring Little Kids? The Neighborhood Study-Help Program is looking for volunteers to tutor twice a week at the following times:

Monday/Wednesday:
2:30-3:30
Darden
Swanson

Tuesday/Thursday:
4:30-5:30
Northwest

Contact:
Allen Mc Walters x3331
Susan Grondin x4268

Gorman Games Room (LaFortune)

Spring Break Open House

Enjoy Free Refreshments!
7-9pm Wednesday, October 16

Anthony Travel

Lower level of LaFortune
make snide side-remarks in the interest of appearing humorous.

(Act One, Scene One: A small press room in the Senate press gallery)

Questioner: Mr. President, you've won the coin toss. Will you take the ball or do we flip again?

Mr. President: I'll take the ball for 100, Jim.

Questioner: Okay. Out of 100 people surveyed, how many believe this is a complex and unfair force?

Mr. President: That's easy. All 100! Sound efficicnt thing ding ding!

Questioner: You are correct, sir. Anything you'd like to say to the camera?

Mr. President: My fellow Americans, Mr. Senator, the press, the TV viewers, audience, that little cross-section of Americans which supposedly rates us according to a curiously little-hand-held-turn-dial machine, my Mom: I am honored to be here today. I will begin by saying how respectful I am of the Senator, how respectful I am of democracy, and my wife, and America and Free marketplaces and McDonald's, and GOD BLES America! Thank you, good night!

Questioner: Uh, you're ahead of yourself there a bit, Mr. President.

Mr. President: Oh, yeah. Sorry about the newsreel.

Questioner: Mr. Senator, the President has fumbled the ball on his own 20 yard line. What will you do?

Mr. Senator: Well, I, uh, I want to thank you all for giving me the opportunity to be here. I have nothing against the President personally, I want to thank my wife for making me a millionaire, and my daughter, and that guy in the big hat who helped me in the mountains of Italy so many years ago when my arm was nearly chewed off by a rabid Nazi goat, why, if it hadn't been for that corner of a guy, I'd...

Questioner: Thank you, Senator. First question: What is your vision of America?

Mr. President: We have come a long way since the death of Kurt Cobain. We have transformed the way people think through Burger King cups and Wendy's commercials, and we have still gone to McDonald's in record-breaking numbers. Now, that's something we can all be proud of. I'm a proud American. We created over 10 million new jobs, and it's a good thing because I'm starting to get a little hungry right now.

Mr. Senator: In our, in my administration, these young honchos with whom we have been doing ten times the amount of drugs I did in my time, I mean, since two years ago, in inclusive group tests, blindfolded, throwing away the white population, I mean, how could you?

Mr. President: Do I get to respond? Questioner: Yes, please.

Mr. President: We have come along ways since the death of Kurt Cobain. We have struggled as a people...

Questioner: Thank you, Mr. President. Next question.

Mr. President: Stay the course! Four more years!

Questioner: Mr. Senator, where do you stand on health care?

Mr. Senator: Right here. Now, he, I mean, the President, and I will call you President, you didn't, you shouldn't have called Mr. President, that guy we all like to forget very much he ever existed. Uh, I mean, look at the commercials. You're scaring senior citizens. Stop that. That's my job. And, lawyers, I mean, my wife's a lawyer, I'm a lawyer, you're a lawyer, we should be working together, but trial lawyers, well, I guess we're lawyers, too.

Mr. President: Senator, you voted against my health care package. You voted against the weapons ban. You always vote against me, darn it. Stop that.

Questioner: You have questioned the President's foreign policy, Senator.

Mr. Senator: You bet. When I was back there in the Mekong Delta, I mean, the United States before World War I just sat around drinking a lot and watching Babe Ruth.

Then I went and fought for my country, and then after World War II we fought wars selectively, that's where we are now, after World War II. But be, but we're, there's no selectivity any more. What's this UN business? Why should we run dues? We own the thing. Where's Somalia?

Mr. President: Well, I'd just like to say that I take full responsibility for what happened everywhere in the world. Northern Ireland, Bosnica, the Middle East, we're better off than we were four years ago. Stay the course, stay the course, looking good, America's number one.

Mr. Senator: I haven't heard you demand everybody stop the violence yet. Why don't you demand everybody stop the violence? If I were President, I'd demand everybody stop the violence, so I think you should demand everybody stop the violence.

Questioner: What makes either of you believe you can relate to the average American?

Mr. President: We're back there in the Mekong Delta, I mean, my momma was poor as poor does, so I think I can relate to Americans everywhere. I've even ridden in buses around the nation just in prove that I, too, have suffered greatly. Look at my wife. Take my daughter, please.

Mr. Senator: I know what good, hard-working Americans go every day. I was one, I am one, now, was, then, I fought for my country, I married Eliza, we became millionaires, but we know what hardship is like.

You'll all, Mr. President, me, my wife, we'll all benefit from a ridiculous tax cut for no apparent reason other than to make me look good. I mean, drugs and kids and these new-fangled computers and my arm...

Questioner: Go ahead and finish your sentence, Senator.

Mr. Senator: Okay, food.

Mr. President: Well, that sounds like a good idea. How would you like to go create a few more jobs?

Mr. Senator: Sounds good to me. You know, you can really tell we're friends. That's why you can check out the new America on the Internet at "www.beech-.com." I haven't seen it, and I have absolutely no idea. I don't really know what an Internet is, but my underpaid, overworked interns say it's looking good.

(Scene Two: A TV talk show the same night)

Mr. Perot: Bad. Very bad. 'Course, Perot's on at 11:00.

Ralph Nader: NO NUKES! SAVE THE WHALES! DOWN WITH BIG BROTHER! FREE WILLY! PLANT A TREE, SAVE THE AIR!

Matthew Apple is an MFA candidate in creative writing at Notre Dame. Register to vote and then vote your conscience: http://mnd.edu:80/-mapple/etrigan.html on the World Wide Web or email matthew. i.apple.1@nd.edu for more information.

| AND IN THIS CORNER... |

Campaign '96: Act One, Scene Two, Take Two

Matthew Apple
The Alcohol Policy: From the “Do Drop” to “Sarin Seven”

By MELANIE WATERS
Assistant Accent Editor

When Richard Hohman and his former roommates returned to Notre Dame for their annual mini-reunion, Sarin rector Father Steve Newton might have felt a bit homesick.

On the other hand, he might just be glad that he was never their rector.

Twenty years ago this month, Hohman and six of his roommates were served with eviction notices from their residence hall at the command of Dean of Students James Roemer. Their offense? Nothing too serious — only operating a full bar out of their third-floor suite of rooms.

Two years later — on the eve of the opening of the Do Drop Inn, the infamous “Sarin Seven” will find little changed about the alcohol policy on campus, other than that it is a concern not facing off-campus residents as well with recent crack-downs on off-campus parties.

Their criminal endeavors started in the fall of 1976 as they transformed room 315 Sarin Hall into the “Do Drop Inn,” which one student described as “Notre Dame’s own drinking watering hole” at which “customers purvey harmful and taxable materials in a bar setting at the bar for the after 11PM hours of the day.” Three beers for a buck is one of the best bargains anywhere in the ND social scene.

Three beers for a buck? Kind of makes Senior Bar’s Thursday night “two for one” special look like a rip-off. And as for the décor, the Do Drop Inn reportedly revered in its authenticity.

“Once inside the bar you may not be able to tell you’re inside the room,” according to former student Tim Boyle.

“The bar, the famous ‘Post 40’ layout, the fire alarm, the stove, the floor, the firewood paneling. The Do Drop is the real thing.”

All it lacks is a cigar store Indian; one wall already sports a rebel flag.

As of the Nov. 2, 1976, Observer notes that the Seven also treated their “customers” to kegs in the dorm room, sturdy bar, the bare floor and the firewood launched from the third floor window.

Needed to say, the administration did not look kindly on the Seven’s efforts to “improve the hall,” as then-senior Sean Gibbons called the group’s efforts. On Oct. 27, 1976, the Sarin Seven were summoned to Roemer’s office and handed their eviction notices.

“Your actions are hereby formally advised you are hereby removed from the premises of Sarin Hall, third floor suite of rooms.”

If you encounter any further problems with you in or around this house, immediate disciplinary action shall be initiated against you by this house... Very truly yours.

Roemer threw seven off of campus for parties!

By JASON HUDDINS
Web Site of the Week Correspondent

It’s no longer summer and the days of fall are filled with scheduling fans and the occasional free-for-all dog fight. That’s right, it’s baseball season. But should you even if you can’t get out to the ballpark for a doubleheader you can still enjoy our favorite pastime via the World Wide Web. Communication on the Internet. Take a mid-term study break, dial into the Notre Dame web server, and visit these sites featuring your favorite team.

Audiotone Sports (www.audiotone.com/sports), listen to live baseball while you surf the Web. Audiotone is the first live, commercial, radio broadcast on the Internet. It features live games plus a selection of sports shows dedicated to the American pastime.

After talking with your friends about that suspicious eighth inning Yankee home run the other day, be sure to visit “What’s the Call?” at www.fanstreet.com/amsports/wtchtml.html. Just how much do you really know about the rules of America’s game?

The Scoreboard is your site. You get your score and give you a new respect for umpires (too many calling, “Kill the ump!”) be forewarned: you may get tired of this thing telling you, “You’re wrong” and “Better late than never.” You discerning game is designed to test your ability at reading a box score. You will find everything from statistics to columns to box scores and schedules. Then there are game recaps, injury reports, features, and, of course, standings.

Instant Baseball (www.instantsports.com/baseball.html) is in addition to providing real-time, virtual-realtime coverage of Major League Baseball for fans around the world. Follow your favorite team and players, in any game, anywhere, from anywhere with Internet access.

Especially cool is Instant Baseball playing field that allows you to play the virtual reality simulation of Major League Game. Instant Ballpark of all current baseball and personal games and personnel.

For something completely different, Accession (www.class.net/pun/ t of someone of idealistic baseball mountain gorilla as an outstretched Jagger as third baseman, and the number of all-encompassing baseball sites out there on the Net.

ESPN says “probably the best known, and packs quite an informational punch. You’ll find everything from statistics to columns to box scores and schedules. Those who are game recaps, injury reports, features, and, of course, standings.

Instant Baseball (www.instantsports.com/baseball.html) is in addition to providing real-time, virtual-realtime coverage of Major League Baseball for fans around the world. Follow your favorite team and players, in any game, anywhere, from anywhere with Internet access.

Especially cool is Instant Baseball playing field that allows you to play the virtual reality simulation of Major League Game. Instant Ballpark of all current baseball and personal games and personnel.

For something completely different, Accession (www.class.net/pun/
By JACKIE MARTINEZ

The Pumped Up Myths About Steroid Use

We are all familiar with the controversy of steroids in the athletic arena. Steroids give many athletes an unfair advantage over their competitors. This past summer during the Summer Olympics, many swimmers claimed that Michelle Smith, a distance swimmer from Ireland, had used steroids to help her win the medals she did. Fortunately for Smith and anyone else who has used a drug with "flying colors." Grand theft, does help athletes become stronger and faster in the intense competitions; however, the undesirable effects that steroids have on the statu Kumers’ bodies far outweigh the benefits.

Anabolic/androgenic steroids are a class of steroid hormones which assist in the buildup in tissues of the male body. The steroids are classified as male sex hormone testosterone which promotes muscle mass.

These drugs are so controversial that they have actually become illegal in the United States. The steroids are traditionally taken by athletes who specialize in athletic events which require intense power such as weight lifting and sprinting. Such athletes take the steroids in hopes of gaining muscle mass and muscle strength. Unfortunately, the use of the drugs has become widespread in our nation’s high schools.

However, who can blame athletes for wanting to use the drugs? Studies have been conducted which confirm that steroids can increase the mass of lean muscles when taken in large doses and joined by heavy exercise. In fact, one study proved that a gain of 8.9 pounds of lean muscle occurred when the drug was used over a ten week period. Moreover, some people claim that in a year’s period, 40 pounds of weight can be added by using steroids.

Of course, the negatives of steroid use far outweigh any positive attributes of the drug. For example, females who use the drug do male type muscle strength and mass. However, these women also grow facial hair and tend to begin taking more like Michael Jordan rather than Janet Evans. Steroids have also been linked with human reproductive and cardiovascular systems as well as the development of atherosclerosis. In males, sex hormone secretion is normally controlled by the testes and anterior pituitary. However, when a man begins taking steroids, he damages his endocrine system basically inhibiting the anterior pituitary from secreting hormones which activate hormone production. This in turn causes the male to fail in secreting testosterone and producing sperm. As a result, the testicles of the male eventually decrease in size.

Females are just as affected by steroids, and the secretion of hormones is also inhibited. Thus, females who use the drugs will eventually fail to ovulate and will have extreme irregularities in their menstrual cycles. Furthermore, such females will begin to notice their breast size decreasing.

Anabolic steroid use has also been shown to lead to development of atherosclerosis in users. Atherosclerosis is most commonly associated with an increase in heart attacks and debilitating strokes. Other effects on the cardiovascular system include the destruction of good cholesterol carriers which assist the removal of cholesterol from the body and increase in the user’s blood pressure. Many athletes also believe that certain muscles of the heart can occur during steroid use. Dysfunction of the liver also occurs in users of steroids.

In addition to damage to the reproductive system, the cardiovascular system and the liver, steroids are also believed to promote aggressive, abusive, and hostile behavior in users of the drug. This claim is still unconfirmed by scientific research but many close to steroid users claim that users become dangerous during use of the drug. The aggressive bouts of behavior displayed by steroid drug users are referred to by physicians as "roid rage." Finally, anabolic steroids are believed to be addictive to many of the users of the drug. This dependency is severe because physiological damage tends to become much worse with prolonged use of the drugs.

Obviously, the use of anabolic androgenic steroids is plain stupid. If you or anyone you know is or begins using steroids, seek professional help before the damage is irreparable.

Larry Ward is a junior Science Pre-Professional major. As his physiology classmates might know, this article was adapted from Carolyn Sherwood’s Human Physiology, 1993.
Bryant Young and the San Francisco defense limited the high-violent Green Bay offense to just 23 points, but it was too much for the Niners.

The Niners escape classified every business day from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. at the News Deuce, 341 Fortune and from 7 p.m. to 7 a.m. at FREE making THE News \(\times 2\). Classifieds must be prepaid. The charge is 2 cents per character per day, including all spaces.
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The Observer • SPORTS
Beebe, Jacke jilt '49ers in OT

By DAVE GOLDBERG
Associated Press Writer

GREEN BAY With Robert Brooks gone early and Edgar Bennett gone late, the Green Bay Packers turned to Plan B—Don Beebe. With Beebe, a 6-foot-4, 230-pound third-year wideout in Packers' history, including a career-high 59-yard catch from Brett Favre for Green Bay's only touchdown that gave him at least a share of the hero's mantle with Jacke, who had four other field goals, including a 31-yarder with eight seconds left, that sent the game into overtime. He also was a reluctant hero when he was sent on to kick from 33 yards.

"A kicker never hopes for those situations," Jacke said. "I'd much rather be kicking for my extra points or field goals, but this is something that can lift us, especially against a team like this." With the game on the line, Beebe's heroics, meanwhile, came just in time for the Packers (6-1).

Beebe's favorite target, injured his knee on Green Bay's first offensive play and coach Mike Holmgren said after the game that he will be lost for the season.

It was a game that lived up to its billing — two of the NFL's best teams in one of the league's best settings — as San Francisco (4-2) tried to avenge a 27-17 loss to the Packers last season.

It was a great game for our team and our fans," Holmgren said. "Truly a great game. To come back against a team like this is something that can lift us." With the game on the line, Beebe was a reluctant hero when he was sent on to kick from 33 yards.

By yard field goal, the longest overtime in the most dramatic game Buffalo, had 11 catches for
Bats explode as Braves stay alive, rout Cards

By BEN WALKER
Associated Press Writer

NEW YORK

The home run was a huge one on a misty Sunday afternoon.

The ball soared 445 feet over the center field bleachers, but the moment will be best remembered for the look on the face of the catcher. Mike Piazza couldn’t believe his eyes.

"I thought he hit it in the camera," Piazza said. "I thought he hit it in the fence."

And that’s exactly what happened. For a moment, it seemed as if the New York Mets had scored a game-winning home run in the ninth inning against the Atlanta Braves. But the ball was hit too high, and instead of giving their team a 4-3 lead, it gave the Braves a 3-1 lead in the game.

The Mets were unable to score again, and the Braves won the game 14-0, setting a new World Series record for the largest margin of victory in an elimination game.

New York fans showing support for Yankee success

By VERENA DORNIK
Associated Press Writer

NEW YORK

New York fans showed their support for the New York Yankees in various ways as they faced the Atlanta Braves in the World Series.

At Yankee Stadium, fans were seen wearing blue and white shirts, holding signs in support of the Yankees, and cheering loudly throughout the game.

On the streets of New York, fans could be seen wearing blue and white hats, shirts, and scarves. Some even painted their faces with the Yankee logo.

In Times Square, thousands of fans gathered to watch the game on a large screen. Many were seen cheering and chanting "Let’s Go Yankees!"

The Yankees won the game 14-0, setting a new record for the largest margin of victory in an elimination game. The win put the Yankees one step closer to winning their fourth World Series title in a row.

The Yankees face pros and cons to five-day lay-off

By RONALD BLUM
Associated Press Writer

ST. LOUIS

The New York Yankees were down 1-0 to the St. Louis Cardinals in the World Series, but the Yankees have a five-day lay-off before they return to the field.

The lay-off is a double-edged sword for the Yankees. On one hand, they get extra time to rest and recover from the series against the Atlanta Braves. On the other hand, the lay-off could allow the Cardinals to gain momentum and prepare for the Yankees’ return.

The Yankees have a record of 8-1 lifetime against the Cardinals, but the Cardinals have a record of 17-18 lifetime against the Yankees.

The Yankees are expected to start a new series with game 2 against the Cardinals on Tuesday, October 15, 1996.
Men's & Women's Crew Results
Sunday, Oct.13 Head of The Rock, Rockford, Il

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Women's Lightweight</td>
<td>8+ second place</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Men's Lightweight</td>
<td>8+ second place</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women's Lightweight</td>
<td>4+ fifth place</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women's Open</td>
<td>8+ fifth place</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Switch
continued from page 16

yet he does the best job on our team of holding up their oppositions."

Although Cooper may not have tremendous speed, sophomore Shannon Stephens can fly. Stephens is listed as the third fastest Irish player behind Allen Rossum and Randy Kinder. That's one of the reasons he was chosen to replace Cooper at receiver.

"Shannon Stephens is the one guy (at receiver) who can run," Holtz said. "There is no doubt about it. Shannon Stephens will be a great asset. But when you run a route, a lot of it has to do with time and experience."

Experience is the second reason for Stephens' switch from cornerback to the receiving corps. Although previously he had never played offense at Notre Dame, Stephens had plenty of practice in high school.

In addition to rushing for 2,498 yards as a junior and senior in high school, he caught passes for 697 yards during his last two seasons.

"You have got to be at the right place, you have got to be able to read coverages," Holtz said. Stephens was certainly at the right places against Washington's secondary. He simply made a sliding 42-yard catch, ran a reverse for 10 yards, scored a fourth quarter touchdown and led all receivers with 93 total yards.

Thanks to solid performances from Cooper and Stephens, it's safe to say that Notre Dame's big switch has been a big success. Deion Sanders would be proud.

Media Day
continued from page 16

have the opportunity and I think I'll make the most of it. The Irish are also looking to make the most of their second year in the Big East.

A dismal 4-14 inaugural year in the conference exposed Notre Dame weaknesses such as lack of physicality and speed.

With a year under their belt, MacLeod understands that those initial growing pains were necessary and will make his squad stronger this year.

"In our second year in the Big East, we now know where the locker rooms are," he said. "We have a much better feel for the opposing teams. We also have a better feel for the style of ball played in the Big East."

Even though the new Irish recruits have shown promise, experience is the second reason he was chosen to replace Cooper at receiver.

Although Cooper may not have tremendous speed, sophomore Shannon Stephens can fly. Stephens is listed as the third fastest Irish player behind Allen Rossum and Randy Kinder. That's one of the reasons he was chosen to replace Cooper at receiver.

"Shannon Stephens is the one guy (at receiver) who can run," Holtz said. "There is no doubt about it. Shannon Stephens will be a great asset. But when you run a route, a lot of it has to do with time and experience."

Experience is the second reason for Stephens' switch from cornerback to the receiving corps. Although previously he had never played offense at Notre Dame, Stephens had plenty of practice in high school.

In addition to rushing for 2,498 yards as a junior and senior in high school, he caught passes for 697 yards during his last two seasons.

"You have got to be at the right place, you have got to be able to read coverages," Holtz said. Stephens was certainly at the right places against Washington's secondary. He simply made a sliding 42-yard catch, ran a reverse for 10 yards, scored a fourth quarter touchdown and led all receivers with 93 total yards.

Thanks to solid performances from Cooper and Stephens, it's safe to say that Notre Dame's big switch has been a big success. Deion Sanders would be proud.

MacLeod will be heading into games with a veteran group on the floor at the opening tap.

"For the first time in quite some time, we will not have a freshman in the starting lineup," MacLeod added. "It indicates that perhaps the roster is beginning to solidify."

That does not mean the Irish will be a completely revamped team. MacLeod and the coaching staff want to address such problems as free-throw shooting, transition defense, and field goal percentage.

"We have a lot of things that need to be corrected and questions that need to be answered," MacLeod said. If these areas are improved even a little bit, Notre Dame has only one place to go in the Big East this year.

"We finished dead last a year ago, so our objective is obviously to make a big jump," MacLeod concluded. "I think this team is going to create some excitement."

SPORTS BRIEFS

Challenger U Fitness Classes are half-price following October Break. Stay are still open in some classes. Call the Recreational office for more info.

The men's varsity basketball team will be conducting try-outs for all walk-ons on October 16th and 17th.

Players are expected to attend both the 7:30-9:30 p.m. session in the Joyce Center on the 16th and the 6:30 p.m. session in the auxiliary gym (The Pit) on the 17th.

HAVE SOMETHING TO SAY? USE OBSERVER CLASSIFIEDS.
NSCAA/UMBRO
Men's Soccer Rankings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Record</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Virginia</td>
<td>10-0-0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>NC-Charlotte</td>
<td>11-1-0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>James Madison</td>
<td>10-0-0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>St. John's</td>
<td>10-1-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>California</td>
<td>10-2-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Rutgers</td>
<td>9-2-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Wisconsin-Madison</td>
<td>8-2-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>So. Methodist</td>
<td>9-3-0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>NC-Greensboro</td>
<td>12-0-0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>10-2-0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Creighton</td>
<td>8-2-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Harvard</td>
<td>8-1-0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Cal-State Fullerton</td>
<td>8-3-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Penn State</td>
<td>8-3-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Notre Dame</td>
<td>9-2-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>William &amp; Mary</td>
<td>9-2-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Furman</td>
<td>9-2-0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Cornell</td>
<td>7-1-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Evanston</td>
<td>8-2-0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Fresno State</td>
<td>7-3-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Hartford</td>
<td>10-2-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Duke</td>
<td>7-3-0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Air Force</td>
<td>9-1-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>UCLA</td>
<td>9-3-0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>George Mason</td>
<td>8-3-1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Irish coach Chris Petrucci and his toppled Irish will hope to get a bit of retribution against Santa Clara when the Broncos host the Final Four.

continued from page 16

Benola grew up minutes away from Santa Clara in Los Gatos. Further, it was only the second time since her freshman campaign that the Irish played in California, and in 1993, they lost to Stanford. Benola felt the Irish had something to prove to the folks out west.

"In a way, it was more disappointing for me that we didn't play well in either game because I had a million people watching me," said Benola. "We haven't really proven anything to that area of the country, and that's a tough lesson to learn."

It seems only convenient that Santa Clara will host this year's NCAA's. The two-time All-American spoke of possible retribution.

"We're lucky to have the chance to go back and maybe get a shot at them again," she said of the Broncos. "It would be the same team, same field. We have some unproven business."

Notre Dame's 13-0-0 start had been the best in the history of the nine-year program.

LaSalle Partners

Career Opportunities

LaSalle Partners, a global leader in the commercial real estate industry, invites you to learn about LaSalle Partners' reputation as an innovative creator of value for real estate owners, investors and users.

Position
Financial Analyst for LaSalle Partners Limited, an international real estate firm providing Advisory, Management Services, Tenant Representation, Investment Banking and Land Services to corporate and institutional clients.

Location
We are hiring for offices located in Atlanta, Chicago, Los Angeles, New York, Sacramento and Washington, D.C.

Education
All majors are welcome. Strong quantitative aptitude and sound communication skills are preferred.

Presentation
A presentation outlining the Financial Analyst Program and LaSalle Partners will be held:

Tuesday, November 12
6:30 - 8:30 pm
Foster Room, LaFortune

Interview Date
Interviews will be held on November 13. Additional information is available at the Career & Placement Office or visit www.lasalle.com. Please send resumes by October 28, to LaSalle Partners, 200 E. Randolph, Chicago, IL 60601, attention: Joe Kovach.

LaSalle Bookstore

LaSalle Bookstore, 237 N. Michigan, So. Bend. Open 10:5, Mon-Fri. 234-0003

LaSalle Partners

The Delany Sisters' First 100 Years

Friday, November 1
8 PM
O'Laughlin Auditorium

Provocative and entertaining ... a dramatic experience to be shared with the entire family.

Tickets: Students: $5; Adults: $18; on sale at the Saint Mary's College Book Office in O'Laughlin Auditorium. 9am - 5pm Monday - Friday
Credit card orders accepted by phone at 219/284-4626

Having Our Say

The Delany Sisters
National Tour!

Saint Mary's College

MOREAU CENTER FOR THE ARTS
An Alumni Hall receiver stretches for a ball during this weekend matchup with Zahm. Alumni was victorious in the game, handing Zahm its first loss of the season.

**SMC VOLLEYBALL**

*Belles defeat Lake Forest*

By SHANNON RYAN
Sport Writer

The absence of two key contributors can threaten to produce detrimental affects to a team consisting of only ten players. And although the Saint Mary's volleyball squad had little trouble defeating Lake Forest at home last week, they will be relieved to welcome back Jayne Ozbolt and Ashley Dickerson as the Belles travel to the University of Chicago Tuesday evening.

Coach Julie Schroeder-Biek foresees no problems while facing the unranked Chicago team. Saint Mary's played strong in last Saturday's Kalamazoo Quadrangular and easily overpowered the Foresters this past Wednesday.

"The University of Chicago is a pretty tough team," the Belles head coach commented. "They run a solid program, but we've been playing tough as well."

Schroeder-Biek hopes to improve the difficulties the team has been suffering from in their latest practice sessions. In preparation for their upcoming game, they have concentrated on offensive passing, one facet that has seemed to plague them all season. If the team can work these bugs out of their system, their games prior to fall break should not threaten their 13-10 record.

Fall break, however, may be the only foreseeable problem for the success of the Belles. Saint Mary's is the only team in their division that does not play for an entire week. Whether this rest will be beneficial or harmful to their game remains to be seen.

Schroeder-Biek hopes that their current successes, ample practice time, and a win against Chicago will be enough to boost them over the hump of fall break and encourage them on to further victories.

---

**Men's Interhall Power Poll**

1. Morrissey 4-0-0
2. Alumni 4-0-0
3. Off-Campus 3-1-0
4. Zahm 2-1-0
5. Keough 2-1-0
6. Soria 2-1-0
7. Planner 1-2-0
8. Fisher 2-0-0
9. O'Neill 1-2-0
10. Keenan 1-2-0
11. Carroll 1-3-0
12. Dillon 0-3-1
13. Stanford 0-2-1
14. St Edward's 0-4-0

---

**Women's Interhall Power Poll**

1. P.E. 5-0-0
2. Lyons 4-0-0
3. Siegfried 3-1-1
4. P.W. 3-2-0
5. Howard 2-1-1
6. Walsh 2-2-1
7. Off-Campus 3-3-0
8. Breen-Phillips 3-2-0
9. Lewis 2-3-0
10. Pangborn 1-2-2
11. Cavanaugh 1-2-2
12. Farley 0-4-1
13. Badin 0-4-0
14. Knott 0-5-0

See tomorrow’s Observer for weekend scores.

---

**98 UPDATE**

**STUDY BREAK**

WEDNESDAY - 8 TO 11PM
AT THE LIBRARY

THANKS GILF... WE’VE MADE THE BIG TIME NOW...
YOUR HOROSCOPE
JEAN DEIXON

Happy Birthday to the next year of your life. A lack of discipline without capture of your imagination. Think big in what you will accomplish. A sprinkle to pay most in theaters in December. Luck forward to process taking on new growth in 1997 gets underway. A long-awaited break through improves your financial prospects. New spring will bring pleasure into your home, or at best a new tool, an office, or a new hobby. Slowly things will come to a head again next fall. Guard a wonderful journey.


Aries (March 21-April 19): God’s timing can be very exact, but once you have finally found yourself, it will be very exact. Your mystery will be solved soon.

CROSSWORD

ACROSS
1. Manager’s field
2. Newly built
3. Enter, as a car
4. Frontiersman in a cowboy hat
5. Party line?
6. For’s counterpart
7. Rubber hub
8. Domingo’s voice
9. Surit feature
10. In W. W. II domain
11. Black
12. Feats nostalgic for
13. Honesty
14. Shortly
15. Soil war
16. Obnoxious
17. Student
18. Defeat
19. Decisively

DOWNS
1. Lion’s trusting companion
2. Kind of hygiene
3. Electronic game giant
4. Divided discipline
5. Sausage, essentially
6. Gammes
7. Song for Butterfly
8. Not an order
9. Would you
10. Place for a student’s essay
11. Crowd
12. Walking (planted)
13. Put back to zero
14. Pope
15. Wine poured to honor a deity
16. Diplomat’s specialty
17. Healing plant
18. Partner in magic

PHOTOGRAPHY

Mike Peters

ASK ME, WOULD YOU LIKE TO SEE MY SCRAP BOOK?

Mike Peters

IF YOU PLAN TO HAVE A BOOTH AT THE TRADE SHOW, YOU NEED THE "DOUGGER TRADU-SHOW CONSULTING COMPANY" TO DESIGN IT.

Scott Adams

I RECOMMEND THE DELUXE BOOTH. IT’S GUARANTEED TO GENERATE THE MOST REVENUE.

Scott Adams

HOW WOULD YOU LIKE TO GENERATE MORE REVENUE FOR YOUR COMPANY?

Scott Adams

YOUR HOME PAGE

WANTED: Reporters, photographers and editors. Join the Observer Staff.

The homepage can provide you with information about Club Sports, Fitness, Intramurals and RecServices, as well as all athletic facility schedules and policies.

631-6100

Check out the
RecSports

Homepage
www.nd.edu/~recsport

The homepage can provide you with information about Club Sports, Fitness, Intramurals and RecServices, as well as all athletic facility schedules and policies.

631-6100
**FOOTBALL**

Switches pay off for Holtz

Cooper, Stephens star in trading places for Irish

**BOB FITZPATRICK**

William "The Refrigerator" Perry did it. Donnel Sanders does it. So maybe it shouldn't be a surprise that Deke Cooper and Shannon Stephens gave it a shot.

Cooper began his Irish career on offense, Stephens played defense. Then they switched.

It's not uncommon for a player to switch from offense to defense, or vice versa, early in his career. But it is unusual for two players... on the same team... at new positions... after switching sides of the ball... against a ranked opponent... to have career games.

Cooper, a freshman who played the first part of this season at receiver, made a definite impression at safety early in Saturday's game. On Washington's first offensive series, Cooper intercepted quarterback Brock Huard's errant pass. His interception set up the first Irish touchdown.

"I think Deke Cooper has helped our secondary," Lou Holtz said. "Our secondary is getting better, and if it can continue to get better we can be outstanding on defense."

Cooper continued to make an impact on Holtz by making 4 tackles, which was surpassed in the Irish secondary only by Benny Gulbeaux's 8 tackles.

"For having been there only a couple of weeks, I thought Deke Cooper made a lot of plays," Holtz said. "He just shows up. He is not very fast, yet he is our sprinter on the punt team. He doesn't look like a great athlete and medically cleared to play."

About the team's final three games:

"I'm excited about what is going to happen this year," MacLeod said.

Besides point guard Doug Gottlieb's departure in the off-season, the major story out of the Irish camp is Keith Kurowski's departure in the off-season, the major story out of the Irish camp is Keith Kurowski's departure in the off-season, the major story out of the Irish camp is Keith Kurowski's departure in the off-season.

Kurowski, who originally decided against playing this year because of the absence of a scholarship. Once Kurowski's scholarship was made available, Miller's return became possible.

Miller and Kurowski spoke about how Kurowski's misfortune turned into an opportunity for Miller.

"He was disappointed because he really loves the game and he had such an unfortunate career with injuries," Miller added. "I really feel bad for him and he feels bad, but he was happy that I was going to get a chance to play and he was very gracious about it."

Due to a shoulder injury, Miller had surgery in the off-season and had not been working out anyway. Having only been back a week now, Miller realizes it will take some time to return to playing condition.

"I'm just working on trying to get back in shape again," Miller said. "It's going to take us a while to catch up to where I want to be physically. It has only been a couple of weeks now that I have been medically cleared to play."

After walking on the team his freshman year, Miller was awarded a scholarship the next two years for his contributions. When a scholarship was not available this year, Miller left for financial reasons. Now, he has a chance to play out his senior year.

"It feels good to come back and just be with the team again," he said. "After playing for three years, I wanted to finish out my senior year."

vs. Air Force, October 19, 1:30 p.m.

vs. Rutgers, October 20, 1 p.m.

vs. Arizona Invitational, October 19

at West Virginia, October 19, 2 p.m.

at Central College, October 18

Soccer vs. Beloit College, October 16, 4 p.m.

Volleyball at U. of Chicago, October 15, 7 p.m.

**WOMEN'S SOCCER**

Petrucelli, Irish see no gain from loss

By T. RYAN KENNEDY

When Rick Pitino had finished bemoaning the championship trophy last April, someone asked the Kentucky basketball coach what keyed the turnaround of his Wildcats. Pitino pointed to the early-season pasting that Massachusetts had handed them. It was an indication of fallibility, a rude awakening.

When Notre Dame women's soccer coach, Chris Petrucelli, faced the same question after last weekend's 3-1 loss to Santa Clara, he responded differently.

"I don't look at it that way," said Petrucelli. "You should never have to lose to learn a lesson. Unfortunately, we were right to be beaten. We didn't play well after North Carolina and Duke, and it was only a matter of time before we played a team that really wanted an upset."

That team was eighth-ranked Santa Clara, the typically obscure, upset-hungry bunch whose seasons are made on games like these. The Irish should have seen it coming, last year, the Broncos shocked to South Bend and sent 0-0.

**MEN'S BASKETBALL**

With loss of Kurowski, Miller back in the fold

Shunned Miller's return much needed for Irish backcourt

By JOE VILLINSKI

Last Friday, the excitement that pervaded the JACC did not only exist at the Washington Pep Rally.

Amidst the hoopla surrounding Saturday's football game, the Notre Dame men's basketball team scheduled their own day of hoopla as a formal christening of the upcoming season.

While the team officially commences practice today, the media day served as an opportunity to take a team picture and for head coach John MacLeod to deliver his State-of-the-Irish speech. With the start of a season, comes an inevitable amount of optimism.

"Like all teams at this time of the year, we're excited about what is going to happen this year," MacLeod said.

Despite the return of Pete Miller, Notre Dame coach John MacLeod faces a major shorting of experienced guards as he and the Irish enter the 1996-1997 campaign.